
VINCENNES - 11 December 

Race 1 

1. ENGOULVENT DU LYS - Well beaten in a lower class at Caen in November and 

hard to see winning.  

2. ECLAT DE L'ITON - Second at Cherbourg in a much lower class. Rear shoes 

coming off but this is harder.  

3. ECUSSON DU CORTA - Fifth at Toulouse beaten 18m a lower grade. Unlikely to 
feature.  

4. DIVA DE BRION - Second at a country track five days ago beaten 5.1m. Up in class 
but all shoes are now coming off.  

5. DREAM DE BIRDY - Well beaten at Agen la Garrene in a lower class three weeks 
ago with shoes on. Barefoot here and won with this shoeing two starts back.  

6. EAWY D'EOLE - DQ here three weeks ago when travelling well. Time before 
finished fourth at Laval. Place at best.  

7. DISCO DARLING - DQ after a long break in November. Shoes remain on and best 
watched.  

8. ECHO DE STAR - Won at Nantes by 10m in a lower class. Solid victory and worth 
a try up in class.  

9. ELLORA DU CEDRE - Fourth at Graignes in a lower class beaten 27m. Barefoot 
and may find more.  

10. ELECTION COQUINE - Sixth at Angers in a lower class beaten 9.1m. Not an 
obvious winner.  

11. ELFE PIERJI - DQ'd in a lower class with shoes on here. Time before was a neck 
second in one grade lower. Now barefoot and needs to be considered.  

12. DELADO - DQ'd at Laval in a much lower class when wearing all four shoes. Fifth 
the time before with shoes off at this venue. Can place.  

13. DEXTER DES BAUX - DQ'd at this venue five days ago. Going up a level and best 
watched.  

14. ESPOIR WIC - In good form and was third here five days ago in a lower class. 
Time before won in this class by a nose. The one to beat.  

15. EFFIGIE ROYALE - Fourth at this venue beaten 8.1m in a class A. Coming down 
in class and holds big claims.  

16. ECHO DE CHANLECY - Sixth at this venue in two grades higher beaten 27m. 
Down in class and now barefoot.  



Summary 

ESPOIR WIC (14) finished third bidding for a hat-trick here recently in a lower 

class. Previously won in this class two starts ago and is the one to beat. 

EFFIGIE ROYALE (15) ran fourth in a higher grade beaten 11m. Drops two 

levels and could go close. ECHO DE CHANLECY (16) wasn't disgraced up in 

standard with shoes on in November. Down in level and barefoot. Improvement 

expected. ECHO DE STAR (8) won at Nantes two levels lower by 10m with 

plenty in hand. Might be competitive at this level. DREAM DE BIRDY (5) is next 

best. 

Selections 

ESPOIR WIC (14) - EFFIGIE ROYALE (15) - ECHO DE CHANLECY (16) - 

ECHO DE STAR (8) - DREAM DE BIRDY (5)  



Race 2 

1. HOPRINCE DU TILLET - Back to back DQ's in lower classes. Hard to have.  

2. HIMALAYA DU BOCAGE - Fourth at Pornichet beaten 19m in a lower class. 

More required.  

3. HORIZON PELSA - Second beaten a neck in this class at this venue. Maiden 

after nine starts but has six placings.  

4. HOMMAGE DE STAR - Third beaten 11m at this venue behind Heros Du 

Pre in a lower class. Place at best.  

5. HENZO CROWN - Was in good form before being well beaten at this venue 

in a lower class. More required.  

6. HELITLOPET - Second at this venue behind Heros Du Pre in a lower class. 

Has 10m to find but can place.  

7. HEROS DU PRE - Three wins from last four. Beat a number of these in a 

lower class when making all at this venue. Big claims.  

8. HANDSOME BOY - Bidding for a hat-trick after winning by a neck in a lower 

class at this venue. Lightly raced and worth a try up in class.  

9. HAYRTON MAGIC - No form in last two outings. Dropping down in class and 

may find this easier.  

Summary 

HANDSOME BOY (8) won last time at this venue in a lower class beating re-

opposing rivals. With two wins in four career outings is the one to beat. HEROS 

DU PRE (7) made all to win at this venue in a lower class recently by 10m. 

Maintains strong claims if establishing an early position. HELITLOPET (6) was 

second behind Heros Du Pre and won't be far away from the placings. 

HAYRTON MAGIC (9) struggled in a higher class. Worth a try at this lower level. 

Selections 

HANDSOME BOY (8) - HEROS DU PRE (7) - HELITLOPET (6) - HAYRTON 

MAGIC (9)  



Race 3 

1. HEXCELLENCIA - Three-year-old filly by Rex Normanus out of Viva Juela 
having her first start.  

2. HISTOIRE DE PREZ - Three straight DQ's in lower classes. Hard to see.  

3. HISTOIRE GEMA - DQ'd in a lower class at Laval five days ago. Well beaten 
the time before. Passed over.  

4. HELEN DES OUBEAUX - Third at this venue last week beaten 15m. Up in 
class but not out of this.  

5. HILYROSE D'ICELEA - Fourth at this venue in a lower class two weeks ago. 
Made all to win three starts back and has minor claims.  

6. HYSOPE DE NGANDA - DQ'd in a lower class at this venue and doesn't 
appear an obvious winner.  

7. HERMIONE D'ARGENT - Well beaten at this venue four days ago in a driven 
event. More needed back in the saddle.  

8. HIRIS DE PIENCOURT - No form since winning at Enghien four starts ago. 
Has some ability but needs to re-find form.  

9. HEUREUSE DE VIVRE - Third here two weeks ago beaten 12m. Up a level 
but needs to be considered.  

10. HISTORIOLA - Second here last week beaten 6.5m in a lower grade. Made 
a lot of the running and needs to be considered.  

11. HYPOTHESE MADRIK - Won here in a lower class four starts back. DQ'd 
in this class latest but has outside claims.  

12. HEVA BLONDE - Second in a higher class here in September beaten 17m. 
Won at this level previously and the one to beat.  

Summary 

HEVA BLONDE (12) resumes after a short spell. Finished second at Vincennes 
in a higher class when last seen and is the one to beat down in class. 
HISTORIOLA (10) was second here last week attempting to make all. Up in 
level but won't be far away. HEUREUSE DE VIVRE (9) produced a solid third 
at this venue two weeks ago. Generally consistent and one for the placings. 
HYPOTHESE MADRIK (11) struggles in more competitive events but did win 
three starts ago. 

Selections 

HEVA BLONDE (12) - HISTORIOLA (10) - HEUREUSE DE VIVRE (9) - 
HYPOTHESE MADRIK (11)  



Race 4 

1. HALIKITA - Fifth beaten 13m at this venue ten days ago. Up a level but could 

place.  

2. HARLEY DE GUEZ - Won here in a lower grade by 2.7m after racing close 

up. Big claims.  

3. HELIADE DU GOUTIER - Fifth at this venue in a lower class behind a couple 

of these. Needs more.  

4. HIGH QUALITA - DQ's in the closing stages when trying to make all. Was in 

contention and worth another try.  

5. HERA DU GOUTIER - Won by a neck here in two grades lower. Bidding for 

a hat-trick and cannot be ignored.  

6. HEROINE DU LANDRET - DQ'd in a higher class at Laval. Time before was 

well beaten. Best watched.  

7. HALOYA DE VISAIS - Well beaten after a short spell in this class. Best 

watched.  

8. HERMIONE DE CAREL - Ninth in this class beaten 17m at this venue. Has 

placed at a higher level and can go well.  

9. HEROINE DU GITE - Third here in a lower class beaten 4m. Winner three 

starts back and not out of this.  

Summary 

HERA DU GOUTIER (5) won by a neck here in November. Up two classes and 

bidding for a hat-trick. HIGH QUALITA (4) was leading when breaking stride at 

this venue ten days ago in a class C. Worth another try. HARLEY DE GUEZ (2) 

found success at this circuit two grades lower. Worth considering at this level. 

HEROINE DU GITE (9) delivered a solid third here ten days ago and could 

place up in standard. 

Selections 

HERA DU GOUTIER (5) - HIGH QUALITA (4) - HARLEY DE GUEZ (2) - 

HEROINE DU GITE (9)  



Race 5 

1. FELINE DE LAVAU - Fourth beaten 22m in a much lower class with shoes 

on at Nantes. Barefoot again and could place.  

2. FINE PERLE OF LOVE - Fifth after a short break at Graignes beaten 25m. 

Now barefoot and can feature.   

3. FINCA VIGIA - Third at Mauquenchy beaten 13m in a lower class with rear 

shoes on. Barefoot again and can find extra.  

4. FORTUNE - Won at Amiens in a lower class twelve days ago. Placed in this 

class four starts back and could do so again.  

5. FLECHE DU CEDRE - Third at Angers in a lower class beaten 2.6m. Bit 

more needed.  

6. FAIGA DU RIB - Impressive winner at Caen by 17m. Going up a level but 

hard to ignore.  

7. FATU HIVA - Third at Lyon-la-Soie beaten 13m. Eric Raffin booked for the 

first time and can be considered.  

8. FLAMME DE GINAI - Second at this venue beaten 5.5m in a claimer. More 

required.  

9. FLORE DE JOUDES - DQ'd at Chartres in a lower class and not an obvious 

winner.  

10. FOLIE DARLING - DQ'd at Vincennes when going well in this class. Won 

in a higher grade two starts back. Big claims.  

11. FILLE DE CUIGNY - Second at Amiens in a lower class beaten 6.6m twelve 

days ago. One for the placings.  

12. FLEUR DU TRUFIER - Second at Marseille Borelly beaten 9.4m in four 

classes higher. Won the time before and has to be considered.  

13. FEEL SMART - Seventh at Vincennes in this class beaten 17m. Could 

place.  

 

 



Summary 

FOLIE DARLING (10) can bounce back from a DQ here at this level when in 

contention. Time prior won in a class A and is considered. FLEUR DU TRUFIER 

(12) finished second in a higher class at Marseille Borelly. Impressed winning 

the outing before and not one to rule out. FILLE DE CUIGNY (11) was second 

at Amiens in a lower class. Went well in this grade on previous two outings. 

FATU HIVA (7) placed at Lyon-la-Soie in a lesser grade of race and might be 

competitive up in level. 

Selections 

FOLIE DARLING (10) - FLEUR DU TRUFIER (12) - FILLE DE CUIGNY (11) 

- FATU HIVA (7)  



Race 6 

1. GERONIMO QUICK - Fourth beaten 16m in a lower class at this venue. More 

required.  

2. GO TO DE HOUELLE - DQ'd on last two outings. Hard to trust at this level.  

3. GRISABELLA VRIE - Bidding for a hat-trick after winning at this venue in a 

lower class. Won the time before in this grade and holds big claims.  

4. GLORIA VICI - Sixth at this venue beaten 24m in this class. More required.  

5. GALAXIE GEMA - Back to back fifths. Most recently at this venue beaten 

21m. Place at best.  

6. GORGEOUS GASCOGNE - Well beaten in last six outings and difficult to 

have.  

7. GOLDEN LADY - DQ'd in a higher class and had been struggling before this.  

8. GINA DE TILOU - Second at Enghien four starts back but has not found that 

form since.  

9. GRETA - Second here eighteen days ago beaten 2.75m in this class. Needs 

to be considered again.  

10. GOTHIQUA DE BUSSET - DQ'd when in contention at this venue. Fifth at 

Saint-Galmier two starts back in a higher class.  

11. GRANDE AVENUE - No form in recent outings with all four shoes on. 

Barefoot here and improvement is expected.  

12. GALAXIE D'HAVANE - Fifth at this venue after a short spell beaten 27m. 

Down in class and could improve second up. 

13. GIVE ME SEVEN - Third in this class two weeks ago beaten 17m. Shoes 

remain off and should be competitive.  

14. GEISHA DU PONCELET - Fourth beaten 26m in this class at this venue. 

Retains the same shoeing and needs a bit more.  

 

 



Summary 

GRETA (9) was second in this class finishing strongly. Similar contest and is 

considered again. GRISABELLA VRIE (3) won in a lower class at Vincennes. 

Found success in a higher grade the time before. Solid claims. GRANDE 

AVENUE (11) finished well beaten in recent attempts however is worth 

chancing with shoes coming off for the first time in three outings. GIVE ME 

SEVEN (13) managed a third at Vincennes in this class and warrants thought. 

Selections 

GRETA (9) - GRISABELLA VRIE (3) - GRANDE AVENUE (11) - GIVE ME 

SEVEN (13)  



Race 7 

1. IMBROGLIU MAG - DQ'd last time out in a lower class. More needed.  

2. IRON MESLOIS - DQ'd in a lower class at this venue. Needs to do more.  

3. INTELLO - Second at Vincennes in a lower class eleven days ago. Not out 

of this.  

4. I LOVE D'AMOUR - Well beaten in last two outings and will need to do more 

now up in class.  

5. IMPERIOUS CHARM - Third here beaten 10m in one class lower. Still lightly 

raced and shouldn't be far away.  

6. IRVING DE BAILLY - Fifth beaten 22m in a lower class. Up up a level and 

struggled last time in this class.  

7. IPOCALYPSE LOVE - Back to back DQ's including at G3 level. Won three 

starts back and worth another try down in class.  

8. ICARE DE LA DORETE - Won by 10m beating re-opposing rivals in one 

grade lower. Strong claims despite up a level.  

9. IBRA MESLOIS - DQ'd in a higher class when dropping back. Has won three 

starts back and could bounce back.  

10. IACARI DES MAURINS - DQ'd when in contention in a class B in 

November. Made all to win the time before and worth trying again.  

11. IVOLI ZEUS - DQ'd when breaking late on in a higher class when in 

contention. Solid effort in the G3 Prix Louis Cauchois the time before. Big 

claims.  

12. INVINCIBLE DE BRY - DQ'd early in the G3 Prix Ourasi six days ago. 

Second beaten a neck the time before and can bounce back.  

13. IN THE MONEY - Won first two career outings before finishing second in 

the G3 Prix Ourasi. The one to beat.  

 

 



Summary 

IN THE MONEY (13) made all to win first two career attempts. Delivered a good 

second in the G3 Prix Ourasi and is the one to beat. ICARE DE LA DORETE 

(8) impressed winning eleven days ago in a lower class. Capable at this level. 

IVOLI ZEUS (11) was DQ in a higher class when close to winning. Solid effort 

at G3 level the time before. INVINCIBLE DE BRY (12) was DQ in the G3 Prix 

Ourasi. Neck second the time before. May bounce back. 

Selections 

IN THE MONEY (13) - ICARE DE LA DORETE (8) - IVOLI ZEUS (11) - 

INVINCIBLE DE BRY (12)  



Race 8 

1. GUERILLA JET - Second beaten a nose in this class at Mauquenchy. 

Consider once more.  

2. GALANTERIE - No form of late and needs the shoes coming off to bring 

significant improvement.  

3. GAMME DE BASSIERE - Won well at Cordemais twelve days ago by 7.9m. 

Worth trying up in class.  

4. GRIOTTE DU VIF - Second Le Croise Laroche beaten 2.7m in a lower grade. 

Going well at the moment.  

5. GAGNANTE BARBES - No form in last four and best watched.  

6. GIRL PETTEVINIERE - Second at Graignes beaten 2.6m in this class. 

Needs to be considered once more.  

7. GRAZZIA DU DAN - Tried to make all here three weeks ago when fourth 

beaten 10m in this class. One to consider.  

8. GUYANE GEMA - Two wins in last three starts. Most recently by a neck in 

this class at Graignes. Solid.  

9. GIVE ME D'ALESA - Fourth at Chartres in  this class beaten 17m. Place at 

best.  

10. GALINE ERCA - Sixth at Mauquenchy in this class when off a 25m 

handicap. Capable at this level with shoes coming off.  

11. GUERILLA SOMOLLI - Eighth in this class here four weeks ago beaten 

14m. Placed at this level two starts back and not out of this.  

12. GAMMA DU CHENE - Badly out of form and hard to see figuring.  

13. GLORIA RANAISE - Third at Chartres in this class beaten 15m with all four 

shoes on. Rear shoes are now off.  

14. GAIA DE GUERINIERE - Seventh here thirteen days ago beaten only 6.8m 

in this class. Consider once more.  

15. GANGA - Third here in this class beaten 10m. This was a return to form 

after three DQ's.  

16. GATAKA DU VIVIER - Won at Le Croise Laroche recently by 2.7m. Shoes 

are now off going up in class.  



Summary 

GAMME DE BASSIERE (3) won well at Cordemais in a lower class twelve days 

ago. Worth chancing now up in grade. GIRL PETTEVINIERE (6) finished 

second at Graignes in this class. Won the time before and won't be far away. 

GRAZZIA DU DAN (7) and GATAKA DU VIVIER (16) are two who can be 

considered for at least the placings. GAIA DE GUERINIERE (14) is not out of 

this racing barefoot and close-up last start. 

Selections 

GAMME DE BASSIERE (3) - GIRL PETTEVINIERE (6) - GRAZZIA DU DAN 

(7) - GATAKA DU VIVIER (16) - GAIA DE GUERINIERE (14) 

 


